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Introduction

THE UNITED STATES IS A NATION of immigrants and a nation of
laws. Early in our nation's history, large waves of immigrants into the
United States met substantial resistance which ultimately led to the
passage of a series of laws aimed at curbing immigration.' More re-
cently, in the wake of terrorist attacks, a renewed awareness of the
danger of unmonitored and unauthorized immigration has emerged.2

Today, securing the United States' borders and regulating immigra-
tion is a national security concern that commands the attention of
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1. For example, see the Alien and Sedition Acts, all passed in 1798, including the
Naturalization Act of 1798, ch. 54, 1 Stat. 566 (1798) (repealed 1802); An Act Concerning
Aliens, ch. 58, 1 Stat. 570 (1798) (expired 1800); An Act Respecting Alien Enemies, ch. 66,
1 Stat. 577 (1798) (codified as amended at 50 U.S.C. §§ 21-24 (2000)); and the Sedition
Act, ch. 74, 1 Stat. 596 (1798) (expired 1801).

2. See NAT'L COMM'N ON TERRORIST ATTACKS UPON THE U.S., THE 9/11 COMMISSION

REPORT 383-84 (2004), available at http://www.9-11commission.gov/report/911Re-
port.pdf [hereinafter 9/11 COMMISSION REPORT]. According to the Report:

In the decade before September 11, 2001, border security-encompassing travel,
entry and immigration-was not seen as a national security matter .... The immi-
gration system as a whole was widely viewed as increasingly dysfunctional and
badly in need of reform. In national security circles, however, only smuggling of
weapons of mass destruction carried weight, not the entry of terrorists who might
use such weapons ....

lId
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reformers in Congress and advocates on all sides of the political
spectrum.

3

The borders of the United States remain porous and the immi-
gration system fails to adequately monitor migrants.4 Currently, an es-
timated 11-12 million undocumented individuals live in the United
States.5 As of March 2004, an estimated 6.3 million 6 undocumented
immigrants7 worked illegally in the United States, constituting an esti-
mated 4.3% of the civilian labor force at that time.8 The very existence
of an illegal workforce of this magnitude brings with it serious policy
implications for federal legislators-who must address immigration
concerns-and state legislatures-which must address accompanying
employment issues. Employers must then grapple with the implemen-
tation of such laws, which often have contradictory messages and do
not adequately meet the domestic labor needs of employers.

Employment law in the United States developed to benefit legal
United States workers,9 but the changing demographic of the Ameri-
can workforce has left state legislatures and state courts struggling to
determine how to apply state labor laws to undocumented immi-
grants. 10 Although employment law is generally considered within the
purview of the states,'1 the "[p]ower to regulate immigration is un-

3. For example, see the Secure America and Orderly Immigration Act, S. 1033,
109th Cong. (2005), and its companion, H.R. 2330, 109th Cong. (2005), the Comprehen-
sive Immigration Reform Act of 2006, S. 2611, 109th Cong. (2006), and the Comprehen-
sive Immigration Reform Act of 2007, S. 1639, 110th Cong. (2007).

4. See 9/11 Commission Report, supra note 2, at 384.
5. See PEW HISPANIC CTR., FACT SHEET: ESTIMATES OF THE UNAUTHORIZED MIGRANT

POPULATION FOR STATES BASED ON THE MARCH 2005 CPS 1 (2005), available at http://

pewhispanic.org/files/factsheets/17.pdf.

6. JEFFREY S. PASSEL, PEW HISPANIC CTR., UNAUTHORIZED MIGRANTS: NUMBERS AND

CHARACTERISTICS 26 (2005), available at http://pewhispanic.org/files/reports/46.pdf.
7. The term "undocumented immigrant" used throughout this Comment refers to

individuals who are not authorized to live in the United States, either because they entered
the country illegally or overstayed their visa.

8. PASSEL, supra note 6, at 26.

9. The term "legal United States worker" used throughout this Comment applies to
both citizens and legal aliens authorized to work in the United States.

10. See Fernandez-Lopez v.Jose Cervino, Inc., 671 A.2d 1051 (N.J. Super. Ct. App. Div.
1996); Design Kitchen & Baths v. Lagos, 882 A.2d 817 (Md. 2005); Artiga v. M.A. Patout &
Son, 671 So. 2d 1138 (La. Ct. App. 1996); Lang v. Landeros, 918 P.2d 404 (Okla. Civ. App.
1996); Reinforced Earth Co. v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd. (Astudillo), 810 A.2d 99 (Pa.
2002).

11. For example, in STEVEN L. WILLBORN ET AL., EMPLOYMENT LAW CASES AND MATERI-

ALS (Matthew Bender & Co. eds., 2002), the authors note that due to the Supreme Court's
early twentieth-century interpretation of the Commerce Clause, Congress was limited in its
ability to pass comprehensive federal workers' compensation legislation. Id. at 900
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questionably exclusively a federal power."'12 The nexus between em-
ployment and immigration law, particularly in the area of workers'
compensation benefits currently provided to undocumented immi-
grant workers, generates contradicting messages regarding our na-
tion's immigration policies. In order to eliminate this conflict,
Congress should enact comprehensive immigration reform legislation
that expressly precludes states from providing workers' compensation
benefits to undocumented immigrants.

Federal comprehensive immigration reform legislation is needed
to address the current undocumented population and enhance bor-
der security. Congress can address these issues by providing a path to
earned citizenship and creating new temporary worker programs for
future migrants. 13 Such reform is essential to address the current un-
documented population, meet the labor needs of United States busi-
nesses,14 and improve national security.' 5

The purpose of this Comment is to explore the issue of workers'
compensation benefits provided to undocumented workers. Several
states now expressly include undocumented workers in the definition
of "worker," for the purposes of workers' compensation. 16 Many

("[H]ence [ ] workers' compensation statutes dealing with most private-sector employees
had to be enacted at the state level.").

12. De Canas v. Bica, 424 U.S. 351, 354 (1976).
13. See TamarJacoby, Immigration Nation, FOREIGN AFF., Nov./Dec. 2006, at 50 (2006),

available at http://www.foreignaffairs.org/20061101faessay85606-pO/tamar-jacoby/immi-
gration-nation.html.

14. Id. "Between 2002 and 2012, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the U.S.

economy is expected to create some 56 million new jobs, half of which will require no

more than a high school education. More than 75 million baby boomers will retire in that

period. And declining native-born fertility rates will be approaching replacement level." Id.

15. Id. National border security remains an important issue in the United States:
Not only is such reform the only way to restore the rule of law; it is also one of the

best ways to improve border security. As one veteran Border Patrol agent in Ari-

zona put it, "What if another 9/11 happens, and it happens on my watch? What if

the bastards come across here in Arizona and I don't catch them because I'm so

busy chasing your next busboy or my next gardener that I don't have time to do

my real job-catching terrorists?" The government needs to take the busboys and
the gardeners out of the equation by giving them a legal way to enter the country,

so that the Border Patrol can focus on the smugglers and the terrorists who pose
a genuine threat.

Id. The justification for comprehensive immigration reform legislation, its scope, and nec-

essary components beyond workers' compensation benefits are outside the scope of this

Comment.
16. In 2000, for example, the State of Virginia amended its Workers' Compensation

Act to include undocumented immigrants, defining an "employee" as "[elvery person, in-

cluding aliens and minors, in the service of another under any contract of hire or appren-

ticeship, written or implied, whether lawfully or unlawfully employed." VA. CODE ANN.
§ 65.2-101 (2007); see also ARiz. REv. STAT. ANN. § 23-901 (5)(b) (1995); COLO. REv. STAT.
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courts in states that lack such explicit definitions have interpreted
their respective state workers' compensation statutes to apply to all
workers, whether documented or undocumented.1 7 Other state courts
have determined that while some workers' compensation benefits-
such as reimbursement for medical expenses-should be made availa-
ble to undocumented workers, other workers' compensation bene-
fits-such as vocational rehabilitation-should not be available.' 8

Only one state has explicitly excluded undocumented workers from
workers' compensation coverage altogether. 9

Part I of this Comment introduces the Immigration Reform and
Control Act of 1986,20 which serves as the backbone for the United
States' policy on employment of undocumented immigrants. In addi-
tion, Part I outlines the fundamentals of state workers' compensation
law and the availability of workers' compensation to undocumented
immigrants generally. Part II analyzes the United States Supreme
Court decision in Hoffman Plastic Compounds, Inc. v. National Labor Re-
lations Board.21 In Hoffman, the Court held that employers providing
backpay as a remedy for illegal firing under the National Labor Rela-
tions Act to undocumented immigrant workers conflicts with federal
immigration policy.22 Part II also explores Hoffman as applied to un-
documented immigrants' workers' compensation benefits and argues
that given the parallels between workers' compensation and backpay,

§ 8-40-202(b) (2007); FLA. STAT. § 440.02(15) (2002); MONT. CODE ANN. § 39-71-118(1) (a)
(2007); NEv. REv. STAT. § 616A.105 (2006); N.C. GEN. STAT. § 97-2(2) (2008); S.C. CODE
ANN. § 42-1-130 (1985); UTAH CODE ANN. § 34a-2-104(1)(b)(ii) (2005).

17. See Design Kitchen & Baths v. Lagos, 882 A.2d 817, 830 (Md. 2005); Reinforced
Earth Co. v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd. (Astudillo), 749 A.2d 1036, 1038 (Pa. Commw.
Ct. 2000), affd 810 A.2d 99 (Pa. 2002); Dowlingv. Slotnik, 712 A.2d 396, 407 (Conn. 1998);
Artiga v. M.A. Patout & Son, 671 So. 2d 1138, 1139 (La. Ct. App. 1996); Lang v. Landeros,
918 P.2d 404, 406 (Okla. Civ. App. 1996); Fernandez-Lopez v. Jose Cervino, Inc., 671 A.2d
1051, 1053 (N.J. Super. Ct. App. Div. 1996).

18. See Del Taco v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd., 94 Cal. Rptr. 2d 825 (Ct. App. 2000);
Tarango v. State Indus. Ins. Sys., 25 P.3d 175 (Nev. 2001).

19. Wyoming is currently the only state that statutorily excludes undocumented immi-
grants from coverage under its state workers' compensation scheme. See Wvo. STAT. ANN.
§ 27-14-102(a)(vii) (2007). According to the statute:

"[e]mployee" means ... aliens authorized to work by the United States depart-
ment of justice, office of citizenship and immigration services, and aliens whom
the employer reasonably believes, at the date of hire and the date of injury based
upon documentation in the employer's possession, to be authorized to work by
the United States department of justice, office of citizenship and immigration
services.

Id.
20. 8 U.S.C. § 1101 (2000).
21. Hoffman Plastic Compounds, Inc. v. NLRB, 535 U.S. 137 (2002).
22. Id. at 140, 143-44.
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in the absence of congressional action, state courts should adopt the
Supreme Court's reasoning in Hoffman and apply it to the context of
workers' compensation. Part III of this Comment proposes that as a
component of comprehensive immigration reform legislation, Con-
gress should enact legislation expressly stating that federal law prohib-
its states from providing workers' compensation benefits to
undocumented immigrants.

I. Background

In order to analyze the application of workers' compensation
benefits to undocumented immigrants, two primary statutory schemes
must be considered: the federal immigration laws and state workers'
compensation statutes. This section analyzes the federal Immigration
Reform and Control Act 23 ("IRCA"), which serves as the cornerstone

of federal immigration policy regarding employment of undocu-
mented immigrants. 24 This section also discusses the general frame-
work of state workers' compensation programs and the current
availability of workers' compensation benefits to undocumented
immigrants.

A. The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986

President Reagan signed the IRCA into law in November 1986,
when a record level of undocumented workers-estimated at 3.1 mil-
lion-worked in the United States. 25 Congress sought to achieve its
goal to end illegal immigration by providing a one-time amnesty, or
regularization of status to the existing undocumented population,
while establishing employer sanctions to make it harder for employers
to hire or employ undocumented workers in the future.26 In doing so,

23. 8 U.S.C. § 1324 (2000).
24. Hoffman, 535 U.S. at 147 ("Congress enacted IRCA, a comprehensive scheme

prohibiting the employment of illegal aliens in the United States.").

25. Betsy Cooper & Kevin O'Neil, Lessons from the Immigration Reform and Control Act of

1986, PoL'x BRIEF (Migration Policy Inst., Washington, D.C.), Aug. 2005, at 5, available at

http://www.migrationpolicy.org/pubs/PolicyBrief_- No3_AugO5.pdf.
26. Id. at 2-4; see also President Ronald Reagan, Statement on the Signing of the Im-

migration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (Nov. 6, 1986) (on file with the Reagan archives

at the University of Texas), available at http://www.reagan.utexas.edu/archives/speeches/
1986/110686b.htm. President Reagan stated:

The employer sanctions program is the keystone and major element. It will re-

move the incentive for illegal immigration by eliminating the job opportunities,

which draw illegal aliens here. We have consistently supported a legalization pro-

gram which is both generous to the alien and fair to the countless thousands of

people throughout the world who seek legally to come to America. The legaliza-

Summer 2008] UNDOCUMENTED IMMIGRANTS AND BENEFITS
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the "IRCA 'forcefully' made combating the employment of illegal
aliens central to 'l[t] he policy of immigration law.' "27

The IRCA passed because Congress believed that the principal
reason for illegal migration to the United States was the availability of
jobs. 28 Therefore, the IRCA focuses on enforcement at the work-
place. 29 For example, despite the fact that over 2.7 million previously
undocumented immigrants legalized their status through the IRCA-
constituting the majority of the undocumented 30 population to re-
ceive permanent residency in the United States as a result of the
IRCA 31-the law explicitly states that it is illegal to knowingly hire and
employ an undocumented worker. According to the House Report ac-
companying the IRCA, it was enacted to "close the back door on ille-
gal immigration so that the front door on legal immigration may
remain open."3 2 Furthermore, the House Report states that "[t]he
principal means of closing the back door, or curtailing future illegal
immigration, is through employer sanctions."33 The Act holds employ-
ers accountable for hiring undocumented workers by establishing a
system of employment verification. 34 This system requires employers
to verify the identity and work eligibility of each potential employee

tion provisions in this act will go far to improve the lives of a class of individuals
who now must hide in the shadows, without access to many of the benefits of a
free and open society. Very soon many of these men and women will be able to
step into the sunlight and, ultimately, if they choose, they may become
Americans.

Id.
27. Hoffman, 535 U.S. at 147.
28. H.R. REP. No. 99-682(I), at 45-46 (1986), reprinted in 1986 U.S.C.C.A.N. 5649,

5650 ("Employment is the magnet that attracts aliens here illegally or, in the case of non-
immigrants, leads them to accept employment in violation of their status.").

29. Id. at 46 ("Employers will be deterred by the penalties in this legislation from
hiring unauthorized aliens and this, in turn, will deter aliens from entering illegally or
violating their status in the search of employment.").

30. The IRCA defines an undocumented immigrant, or an "unauthorized alien," as
an alien who is not "lawfully admitted for permanent residence, or ... authorized to be so
employed." 8 U.S.C. § 1324a(h)(3) (2000).

31. See Cooper & O'Neil, supra note 25, at 3.
32. H.R. REP. No. 99-682(l), at 46.
33. Id.
34. Id. at 47 ("Since most undocumented aliens enter this country to find jobs, the

Committee believes it is essential to require employers to share the responsibility to ad-
dress this serious problem.").
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prior to hiring,35 and employees whose identification cannot be veri-

fied cannot be legally hired.3 6

Under the IRCA framework, an employer who knowingly hires

undocumented workers or fails to comply with the employment verifi-

cation system is liable for civil penalties37 and criminal sanctions. 38

The IRCA also establishes stiff civil and criminal penalties on immi-

grants who attempt to circumvent the employment verification system

by providing false identification to an employer. 39

Since the enactment of the IRCA, Congress has passed additional

measures to further secure the borders of the United States.40 By for-

mally stating that it is illegal to knowingly hire undocumented work-

ers, the IRCA solidified this prohibition as the nation's principal

policy with respect to illegal immigration. 41

B. Workers' Compensation

1. An Overview of Workers' Compensation Systems

Workers' compensation emerged late in the Industrial Revolu-

tion, after a period of "increasing industrial injuries and decreasing

remedies," 42 as a means for employees to recover compensation for

work-related injuries. 43 The no-fault system provides workers with a

means of obtaining compensation for injuries, including those for

which they are unlikely to recover through litigation, while providing

35. 8 U.S.C. § 1324a(b) (2000). In practice, however, the system ultimately failed to

adequately screen undocumented workers out of the workforce. Congress continues to

work to establish a new and more effective employment verification system. See Security

Through Regularized Immigration and a Vibrant Economy Act of 2007, H.R. 1645, 110th

Cong. §§ 301-306 (2007); Secure America and Orderly Immigration Act of 2005, S. 1033,

109th Cong. § 402 (2005).
36. 8 U.S.C. § 1324a(a)(1).
37. 8 U.S.C. § 1324a(e) (4) (A) (civil penalties range from $250 to $10,000).

38. 8 U.S.C. § 1324a(f) (1) (criminal penalties include fines of up to $3,000 and six

months in prison).
39. 8 U.S.C. §§ 1324a(e)-(f).
40. See, e.g., Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996,

Pub. L. No. 104-208, 110 Stat. 3009-546 (1996) (amending 8 U.S.C. § 255(b) (1) (1996));

Real ID Act of 2005, Pub. L. No. 109-13, §§ 301-303, 119 Stat. 302 (2006).

41. Hoffman Plastic Compounds, Inc. v. NLRB, 535 U.S. 137, 138 (2002) ("Congress

enacted IRCA, a comprehensive scheme that made combating the employment of illegal

aliens in the United States central to the policy of immigration law.").

42. ARTHUR LARSON & LEX K_ LARSON, LARSON'S WORKERS COMPENSATION § 2.07

(2007).
43. Id. § 1-1 ("Workers' compensation is a mechanism for providing cash-wage bene-

fits and medical care to victims of work-connected injuries, and for placing the cost of

these injuries ultimately on the consumer, through the medium of insurance, whose pre-

miums are passed on in the cost of the product.").

UNDOCUMENTED IMMIGRANTS AND BENEFITSSummer 2008]
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employers with the benefit of limited liability. 44 Injuries sustained at
work, particularly in the industrial sectors, are inevitable, and the cost
of such injuries should not be shouldered entirely by the injured
worker and his or her family.45 Generally, benefits include "cash-wage
benefits, usually around one-half to two-thirds of the employee's aver-
age weekly wage, and hospital, medical and rehabilitation expenses." 46

Similar to a tort system, the "operative mechanism [of workers'
compensation] is unilateral employer liability, with no contribution by
the employee or the state. '47 However, "unlike tort, the right to bene-
fits and amount of benefits are based largely on a social theory of pro-
viding support and preventing destitution, rather than settling
accounts between two individuals according to their personal deserts
or blame."48 In contrast to the tort system, workers' compensation
"does not pretend to restore to the claimant what he or she has lost; it
gives claimant a sum which, added to his or her remaining earning
ability, if any, will presumably enable claimant to exist without being a
burden to others." 49

Under most state systems, employers are required to obtain some
form of insurance to cover themselves for their employees' work-re-
lated injuries. 50 Though the financing of workers' compensation var-
ies from state to state, employers typically purchase insurance through
a private insurance company, purchase state insurance, or self-insure
to cover themselves for workers' compensation injuries. 51 Depending
on the extent of the injury, benefits paid out to injured workers may
include health care for covered injuries,52 disability benefits for tem-
porary, partial, or permanent disabilities, or death benefits. 53 Wage-

44. WILLBORN ET AL., supra note 11, at 900. Furthermore:
Workers' compensation is fundamentally different from strict tort liability in its
basic test of liability, which is work connection rather than fault; in its underlying
philosophy of social protection rather than righting a wrong; in the nature of the
injuries compensated; in the elements of damage; in the defenses available; in the
amount of compensation; in the ownership of the award; and in the significance
of insurance.

LARSON & LARSON, supra note 42, § 1.01.
45. WILLBORN ET AL., supra note 11, at 893-94.
46. LARSON & LARSON, supra note 42, § 1.01.
47. Id. § 1.02.
48. Id.
49. Id. § 1.03[5].
50. Generally, "the employer is required to secure its liability through private insur-

ance, state-fund insurance in some states, or 'self-insurance.'" Id. § 1.01.
51. WILLBORN ET AL., supra note 11, at 906.
52. Id. at 903-04.
53. Id. at 904-06.
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loss benefits are typically "one-half to two-thirds of the employee's av-
erage weekly wage, ' 54 although most states also set a maximum paya-

ble per week.55 Most states provide a maximum and a minimum dollar
amount for benefits available under the system. 56

Unless an employee is covered by a federal act such as the Federal
Employees' Compensation Act 57 or the Longshore and Harbor Work-

ers' Compensation Act,58 individual state laws govern workers' com-

pensation for most non-federal workers. 59 In all, an estimated 97% of
employees are covered, 60 although the proportion of workers covered
varies significantly among the states.61 Some states require employers
to cover all employees who are eligible for coverage, while Texas
makes workers' compensation entirely optional for employers. 62

Groups that are commonly not covered by workers' compensation in-
clude domestic employees, 63 agricultural workers, employees of small
companies, and "casual workers. '64

There are certain conditions an employee must meet to be quali-
fied for workers' compensation benefits. As a threshold issue, a worker
must be an employee; independent contractors are not qualified for
workers' compensation benefits. 65 A majority of states adopt a four-
part test to determine which employee injuries may be covered under
state workers' compensation programs. 66 In most states, an employee
must have suffered an accidental personal injury arising out of, and in

54. LARSON & LARSON, supra note 42, § 1.01.

55. Id. § 1.03[5].

56. See id. States frequently tie the weekly maximum to a sliding scale based on the

state's average weekly wage earned, while other states tie the maximum to cost of living

adjustments. Id.

57. 5 U.S.C. §§ 8101-8193 (2000).

58. 33 U.S.C. §§ 901-950 (2000). The Longshore and Harbors Workers' Compensa-

tion Program covers "dock and shipyard workers, all private employment in the District of

Columbia, workers employed at overseas military bases, and employees of military post

exchanges and other self-supporting federal activities." LARSON & LARSON, supra note 42,

§ 2.08.

59. See WILLBORN ET AL., supra note 11, at 900.

60. Id.

61. LARSON & LARSON, supra note 42, § 2.08. In Vermont, 100 percent of employees

are covered, whereas in Texas and Louisiana approximately 72 percent of employees are

covered. Id.

62. WILLBORN ET AL., supra note 11, at 903.

63. Domestic employees are excluded in approximately half of the states and may

obtain only limited coverage in other states. LARSON & LARSON, supra note 42, § 2.08.

64. Id.

65. Id. § 1.01.

66. WILLBORN ET AL., supra note 11, at 903.

UNDOCUMENTED IMMIGRANTS AND BENEFITSSummer 2008]
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the course of, employment or an occupational disease.67 Many states
list occupational diseases that are covered under individual programs,
however, recovery is often limited subject to statutes of limitations. 68

The requirement that the injury "arise out of employment" includes
only those injuries that are job-related. 69 Additionally, the "in the
course of employment" requirement typically includes only those inju-
ries that occur at an employee's place of employment. 70

States vary on when and how initial workers' compensation pay-
ments are made.71 Some states require employers to pay benefits im-
mediately, while others require payment only upon finalization of a
compensation agreement between the employer and employee. 72 In
most states, however, this process is administered by a state workers'
compensation agency that mediates any disputes between a worker-
claimant and the employer's insurance company. 73

Across the country, state workers' compensation commissions or
insurance companies index the rates employers pay for workers' com-
pensation insurance based upon data regarding employee injuries at
similar companies in the same sector.74 In the case of some larger
employers, the workers' compensation premiums are determined
through experience rating. 75 Through experience rating, employers
are assigned a general classification based on their industry and vary
depending on the state's experience in paying benefits for the particu-
lar employer classification. 76 Larger firms may pay based on their own
experience, relative to other employers in their same classification. 77

This process provides an incentive to larger employers and entire sec-
tors to improve workplace safety in order to reduce their workers'
compensation insurance premiums.

67. Id.
68. Id. at 903-04. It is worth noting that "some courts have interpreted the general

category of occupational diseases to only cover those diseases that are peculiar to or char-
acteristic of the occupation of the employee seeking coverage." Id. at 904.

69. Id. at 903.

70. Id.

71. Id. at 907.

72. Id.
73. Id. at 907-08.

74. Id. at 907.

75. Id.

76. Id.

77. Id.
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2. Undocumented Immigrant Workers' Access to Workers'
Compensation Benefits

Legal foreign workers, those authorized to work in the United
States, are constitutionally required to be treated as a United States
worker for the purposes of workers' compensation. 78 The Supreme
Court subjects state laws making classifications based on alienage to a
strict scrutiny test, whereby states must demonstrate that the classifica-
tion meets a compelling state interest.79 Unlike states, the Supreme
Court evaluates federal classifications based on alienage on a lower
level of scrutiny than state classifications. 80 In some cases, however,
the Constitution does not afford the same protection to undocu-
mented immigrant workers that it provides to legal aliens. 81 This Com-
ment argues that states should exclude undocumented workers from
workers' compensation because providing such benefits to undocu-
mented workers contravenes federal immigration policy under the
IRCA.

Currently, however, states take different approaches on the availa-
bility of workers' compensation benefits for undocumented immi-
grants. Some states, such as North Carolina and Virginia, expressly
include undocumented immigrants in their workers' compensation
statutes.8 2 These states cover aliens under a statute, whether they are
legally authorized to work or not.83 Some states, such as Michigan,
include the term "alien" in their statute, without specifying whether
the statute covers both legal and illegal aliens.84 In Michigan, courts
have interpreted the term "alien" in the statute to cover both legal

78. LARSON & LARSON, supra note 42, § 66.03.
79. See Graham v. Richardson, 403 U.S. 365, 372-73 (1971) (holding that state stat-

utes that deny resident aliens access to welfare benefits violate the Equal Protection Clause
of the Fourteenth Amendment).

80. See Mathews v. Diaz, 426 U.S. 67, 87 (1976) (holding that a federal law restricting
Medicare benefits to legal permanent resident aliens who reside in the United States for a
minimum of five years does not violate the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment).

81. Id.

82. N.C. GEN. STAT. § 97-2(2) (2008) ("The term 'employee' means every person en-
gaged in an employment under any appointment or contract of hire or apprenticeship,
express or implied, oral or written, including aliens .. .whether lawfully or unlawfully
employed."); VA. CODE ANN. § 65.2-101 (2007).

83. N.C. GEN. STAT. § 97-2(2); VA. CODE ANN. § 65.2-101.

84. MICH. COMP. LAws § 418.161(1)(1) (2006) (defining an "employee" as "[e]very
person in the service of another, under any contract of hire, express or implied, including
aliens").
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and illegal workers.85 Still, in other states, such as Maryland, Connecti-
cut, and New Jersey, workers' compensation statutes are completely
silent on the application of the statute to undocumented workers and
courts have interpreted their respective workers' compensation stat-
utes to include undocumented immigrants. 86

Prior to a 2000 amendment to its statute, the Virginia Supreme
Court held that Virginia's workers' compensation statute excluded un-
documented immigrants, despite the fact that the statute was silent on
the inclusion of undocumented immigrants in the program.8 7 In
reaching its decision in Granados v. Windson Development Corp.,88 the
Virginia Supreme Court relied on the fact that an undocumented
worker-claimant was an illegal alien barred from employment under
IRCA.8 9 The court stated that he "was not in the service of [the em-
ployer] under any contract of hire"90 and was therefore "not eligible
to receive compensation benefits as an 'employee' under the Act be-
cause the purported contract of hire was void and unenforceable. '"9 1

However, in response to the Granados decision, the Virginia state legis-
lature amended the workers' compensation statute to expressly in-
clude undocumented immigrants.9 2

In contrast, Wyoming expressly excludes undocumented immi-
grants from its workers' compensation system.9 3 Wyoming's statute
states that for the purposes of state workers' compensation, an "em-
ployee" includes "aliens authorized to work by the United States
[D]epartment of []ustice... and aliens whom the employer reasona-
bly believes, at the date of hire and the date of injury based upon
documentation in the employer's possession, to be authorized to work
by the United States [D]epartment of IJ]ustice. ' '9 4 In Felix v. Wyoming
Workers' Safety and Compensation Division,95 the Wyoming Supreme

85. Sanchez v. Eagle Alloy Inc., 658 N.W.2d 510, 516 (Mich. Ct. App. 2003) (holding
that undocumented workers are covered by the definition of employee under Michigan's
workers' compensation statute).

86. See Design Kitchen & Baths v. Lagos, 882 A.2d 817, 823-24 (Md. 2005); Dowling v.
Slotnik, 712 A.2d 396, 407 (Conn. 1998); Fernandez-Lopez v. Jose Cervino, Inc., 671 A.2d
1051, 1053 (N.J. Super. Ct. App. Div. 1996).

87. See Granados v. Windson Dev. Corp., 509 S.E.2d 290, 293 (Va. 1999).
88. Id.
89. Id. at 293.
90. Id.
91. Id.
92. VA. CODE ANN. § 65.2-101 (2007).
93. See Felix v. State (ex. rel. Wyo. Workers' Safety & Comp. Div.), 986 P.2d 161,

163-64 (Wyo. 1999).
94. Id.; Wvo. STAT. AINN. § 27-14-102(a) (vii) (2007).
95. 986 P.2d 161 (Wyo. 1999).
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Court held that this statutory definition-linking an alien's eligibility
as an "employee," for the purposes of workers' compensation, to the
alien's authorization by the Department of Justice to work in the
United States-barred undocumented immigrants from receiving
workers' compensation. 96

States are split on what type of workers' compensation benefits
may be afforded to undocumented immigrants. Unlike medical cover-
age and wage-loss compensation, recent Nevada and California deci-
sions demonstrate that courts are more skeptical about rewarding
vocational rehabilitation benefits to undocumented immigrants after
a workplace injury.97 For example, in Tarango v. State Industrial Insur-
ance System,98 the Supreme Court of Nevada held that the IRCA pro-
hibits an employer from providing vocational rehabilitation services to
undocumented immigrants. 99 The court reasoned that vocational re-
habilitation services are designed to return the injured employee to
the workplace, which would be illegal given the prohibition against
hiring undocumented workers.' 00 The court further concluded that
"because of the federal government's plenary power in the area of
alienage, any legislation created by Congress-such as the IRCA-
preempts Nevada's workers' compensation laws as those laws have an
effect on aliens in [Nevada]. '"101

A California court of appeal took a similar position in Del Taco v.
Workers' Compensation Appeals Board,102 holding that "an injured em-
ployee is not entitled to vocational rehabilitation benefits where the
employee is unable to return to work solely because of immigration
status." 10 3 In Del Taco, the employer appealed a decision of the Work-
ers' Compensation Appeals Board that required it to provide voca-
tional rehabilitation services in Mexico to a former employee who had
been injured but was undocumented. 10 4 The court noted that
"[s]imple fairness dictates that Del Taco should not be penalized for
obeying the law and [the] worker should not be rewarded for dis-
obeying the law."1 0 5 Similar to the court in Tarango, the court in Del

96. Id.
97. See Tarango v. State Indus. Ins. Sys., 25 P.3d 175 (Nev. 2001); Del Taco v. Workers'

Comp. Appeals Bd., 79 Cal. App. 4th 1437 (Ct. App. 2000).
98. 25 P.3d 175.
99. Id. at 183.

100. Id. at 180.
101. Id. at 179.
102. 79 Cal. App. 4th 1437.
103. Id. at 1439 (emphasis added).
104. Id. at 1441.
105. Id. at 1442.
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Taco only applied this logic to vocational rehabilitation and not to
other workers' compensation benefits, such as medical coverage or
temporary disability payments, which it found were covered by Califor-
nia's workers' compensation statute. 10 6

In contrast, the Court of Appeals of North Carolina found in Gay-
ton v. Gage Carolina Metals Inc.10 7 that vocational rehabilitation services
could be lawfully provided to undocumented workers under North
Carolina's workers' compensation statute. s08 In that case, the em-
ployer provided the injured worker with medical coverage for injuries
sustained at work and later hired a specialist to re-train the worker
when his doctor concluded that he could not return to his previous
work.109 When the specialist attempted to help the worker obtain tem-
porary employment, it was discovered that the worker was undocu-
mented and his original employer attempted to discontinue the
vocational rehabilitation services; however, the request to discontinue
services was denied by the North Carolina Industrial Commission. 110

The employer argued that requiring companies to provide vocational
rehabilitation services contravened the IRCA; however, the Court of
Appeals of North Carolina disagreed, holding that there are types of
vocational rehabilitation that would not contravene federal immigra-
tion law."'

Workers' compensation statutes and judicial interpretation of
state statutes are far from uniform.112 Of great concern is the discon-
nect between some state policies and the national goal of discourag-
ing illegal immigration as outlined in the IRCA. The disparity of state
workers' compensation laws among states and with federal immigra-
tion policy is problematic for employers, national immigration policy,
and the security of the United States. The varied state approaches on
undocumented immigrant workers' compensation benefits demands a
federal clarification and preemption of the IRCA framework.

106. Id. at 1439, 1441.
107. 560 S.E.2d 870 (N.C. Ct. App. 2002).
108. Id. at 873-74.
109. Id. at 871-72.
110. Id. at 872.
111. Id. at 872-73.
112. Compare Wyo. STAT. ANN. § 27-14-102(a) (vii) (2007) (excluding aliens), and MICH.

COMP. LAws § 418.161(1)(1) (2006) (including aliens, but without discussing whether
"aliens" includes "illegal aliens"), with VA. CODE ANN. § 65.2-101 (2007) (including unlaw-
fully employed aliens).
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II. Hoffman and Its Implications for Workers' Compensation

The United States Supreme Court's decision in Hoffman Plastic
Compounds, Inc. v. National Labor Relations Board'13 provides a useful
analogy with which to examine the disconnect between federal immi-
gration policies and the decision of some states to provide workers'
compensation benefits to undocumented immigrants. The Court's de-
cision in Hoffman clarified that employers providing backpay to un-
documented immigrants conflicted with federal immigration policy
under the IRCA.11 4 Through this decision, the Court arguably pro-
vides the necessary clarification: federal law under the IRCA preempts
states' ability to provide workers' compensation to undocumented
immigrants.

A. The Case: Hoffman Plastic Compounds, Inc. v. National Labor
Relations Board

On March 27, 2002, the Supreme Court decided Hoffman Plastic
Compounds, Inc. v. National Labor Relations Board,'1 5 holding that the
National Labor Relations Board's decision to award undocumented
immigrant workers backpay for improper termination was "foreclosed
by federal immigration policy, as expressed by Congress in the Immi-
gration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (IRCA)."" 6

In that case, the employer laid off several employees as retribu-
tion for their participation in union activities. 117 Several years later the
National Labor Relations Board ("Board") concluded that the layoff
was unlawful under the National Labor Relations Act ("NLRA"), l18

which prohibits employers from terminating employees in retribution
for legal union organizing activities.1 19 At a hearing on the case, mem-
bers of the Board discovered that one of the fired employees was an
undocumented worker.120 The Board concluded that although the fir-
ing was unlawful, the Board could not award backpay or reinstate the
undocumented employee because doing so would conflict with fed-
eral immigration policies under the IRCA. 121

113. 535 U.S. 137 (2002).
114. Id. at 140, 151.
115. Id. at 137.
116. Id. at 140.
117. Id.
118. Id.
119. See 29 U.S.C. § 158(a) (2000).
120. Hoffman, 535 U.S. at 141.
121. Id.
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Four years later, however, the Board reversed itself, finding that
"'the most effective way to accommodate and further the immigration
policies embodied in [the IRCA] is to provide the protections and
remedies of the [NLRA] to undocumented workers in the same man-
ner as to other employees."' "122 The District of Columbia Court of Ap-
peals denied Hoffman's petition for review, later reheard the case en
banc, but again denied the petition and enforced the Board's
order.1

23

In addressing whether backpay may be awarded to undocu-
mented immigrants (the central issue in Hoffman), the Supreme
Court overruled the Board's decision and came to the opposite con-
clusion. 124 The Court analyzed the IRCA and concluded that after its
passage, it is now

impossible for an undocumented alien to obtain employment in
the United States without some party directly contravening explicit
congressional policies. Either the undocumented alien tenders
fraudulent identification, which subverts the cornerstone of IRCA's
enforcement mechanism, or the employer knowingly hires the un-
documented alien in direct contradiction of its IRCA
obligations.1

25

The Court reasoned that awarding backpay to undocumented im-
migrants "would unduly trench upon explicit statutory prohibitions
critical to federal immigration policy."'12 6 Further, the Court con-
cluded that such awards to undocumented immigrants "would en-
courage the successful evasion of apprehension by immigration
authorities, condone prior violations of the immigration laws, and en-
courage future violations."'127

Thus, the Court in Hoffman recognized that providing illegal
workers with work-related benefits-including backpay-contravenes
federal immigration policy.

B. The Impact of Hoffman on Workers' Compensation Benefits for
Undocumented Immigrants

Following the Hoffman decision, a number of commentators spec-
ulated on the impact it would have for undocumented immigrants'

122. Id.
123. Id. at 142.
124. See id. at 151.
125. Id. at 148.
126. Id. at 151.
127. Id.
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access to remedies under laws other than the NLRA. 128 Increasingly,
employers and their insurance companies use Hoffman to argue that
the decision precludes states from providing workers' compensation
benefits. For instance, in Design Kitchen and Baths v. Lagos129 an em-
ployer and its insurance company used Hoffman to argue that an in-

jured employee should not be covered under the state workers'
compensation statute.13 0 The employer argued that because the em-
ployee was undocumented the medical benefits and lost wages that
the worker sought "could not have legally earned at [the] job, which
[itself] was borne of a fraudulent act."'131 Therefore, the employer

concluded that providing workers' compensation benefits to a worker
who is undocumented runs counter to the IRCA under Hoffman. 13 2

Courts considering the issue have concluded that federal law
does not preclude states from providing undocumented workers ac-
cess to most workers' compensation benefits.' 33 In Design Kitchen and
Baths, the Court of Appeals of Maryland first noted the case was differ-
ent from Hoffman in several ways: it involved a workers' compensation
claim, as opposed to a firing for union organizing; the employee in
Design Kitchen and Baths had actually performed his duties when in-
jured, whereas the employee in Hoffman was awarded backpay for

never working; and finally, the employee in Hoffman used false identi-
fication in applying for his job, unlike the employee before the court,
who simply left the space requesting his social security information
blank.' 4 The court observed that state courts, which addressed the
applicability of the IRCA to similar state workers' compensation stat-
utes, similarly held that covering undocumented workers under state
workers' compensation programs did not conflict with the IRCA.' 35

The court noted that the state courts who have considered the appli-

128. See Beth L. Throne, Hoffman Plastic Compounds, Inc. v. NLRB: Empowering the

Unscrupulous Employer and Stigmatizing the Undocumented Worker, 17 TEMP. INT'L & COMP. L.J.
595 (2003); Christine Dana Smith, Give Us Your Tired, Your Poor: Hoffman and the Future of
Immigrants' Workplace Rights, 72 U. CIN. L. REv. 363 (2003); Elizabeth R. Baldwin, Damage
Control: Staking Claim to Employment Law Remedies for Undocumented Immigrant Workers After
Hoffman Plastic Compounds, Inc. v. NLRB, 27 SEA-rrLE U. L. REv. 233 (2003).

129. 882 A.2d 817 (Md. 2005).
130. Id. at 820-21.
131. Id. at 822.
132. Id. at 821.
133. See Safeharbor Employer Serv. I, Inc. v. Cinto Velazquez, 860 So. 2d 984, 984 (Fla.

Dist. Ct. App. 2003); Correa v. Waymouth Farms, Inc., 664 N.W.2d 324, 330 (Minn. 2003).
134. Design Kitchen & Baths, 882 A.2d at 822 n.4.
135. Id. at 826 (noting that "[t]he majority of courts in states with statutes similar to

ours that have considered the issue have reached the same result"). Judge Harrell dis-
sented in Design Kitchen & Baths, arguing that the majority misinterpreted Maryland's work-
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cation of Hoffman to the workers' compensation context have rejected
its application. 13 6 Addressing the question of federal preemption of
granting workers' compensation to undocumented immigrants, the
court outlined opinions by courts in other states that neither expressly
nor impliedly preempt states' ability to provide coverage for undocu-
mented workers. 13 7

In Correa v. Waymouth Farms, Inc.,'1 38 an employer, Waymouth
Farms, challenged the Minnesota Workers' Compensation Court of
Appeals' grant of temporary total disability benefits to an undocu-
mented employee. 139 Under the Minnesota workers' compensation
scheme, the "'concept of temporary total disability is primarily depen-
dent upon the employee's ability to find and hold ajob, not his physi-
cal condition.' ",140 Accordingly, Waymouth Farms pointed out that its
former employee, Correa, could not make a diligent search for an-
other job because the IRCA precluded him from working in the
United States. 14 1 Waymouth Farms therefore argued that the Work-
ers' Compensation Court of Appeals violated federal immigration pol-
icy under the IRCA when it provided Correa with temporary total
disability benefits. 142

Unlike Design Kitchens and Baths, the undocumented employee in
Correa had presented false identification to his employer, however, the
Minnesota Supreme Court reached its holding under different rea-
soning than the court in Design Kitchens and Baths.143 The court con-
cluded that because the IRCA, as written, "does not prohibit
unauthorized aliens from receiving state workers' compensation bene-
fits," 14 4 it "was not intended to preclude the authority of states to
award workers' compensation benefits to unauthorized aliens."' 45 Re-
fusing to consider the policy considerations raised by Waymouth
Farms, the court stated, "if policy considerations favor a different re-

ers' compensation statue, and characterized its holding as tantamount to judicial
legislating. Id. at 830-33. He did not discuss the issue of IRCA preemption, however.

136. Id. at 828.
137. Id. at 827-30.
138. 624 N.W.2d 324 (Minn. 2003).
139. Id. at 325.
140. Id. at 328.
141. Id. at 329.

142. Id. at 327.

143. See id. at 326.

144. Id. at 329.

145. Id.
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suit, that determination is more properly left to the [L] egislature to
make."1

46

In his dissent from the Correa decision, Justice Gilbert disagreed
with the majority and argued that the Hoffman decision should apply
to the workers' compensation context.1 47 Observing that the major-
ity's holding "ignore [d] important federal immigration requirements
by creating a legal fiction of a diligent job search that is contrary to
federal law,"148 Gilbert noted that "[a] job search that can never result
in legal employment fails to satisfy the Minnesota Worker's Compen-
sation Act's diligent job search requirement. ' 149 In this context, Gil-

bert argued, awarding Correa workers' compensation benefits "would
reward him for remaining in the United States illegally and encourage
him to violate the IRCA by finding further employment," which "'trivi-
alizes' the immigration laws." '150

Finally, and of particular interest, Gilbert pointed out that the
"majority's holding elevates the rights of unauthorized aliens over
those of documented employees," because "[u] nauthorized aliens re-
leased to return to work are unable to accept jobs that documented
workers with similar injuries would be required to accept. ' 15 1 There-

fore, employers providing workers' compensation benefits to undocu-
mented workers would be required to "pay benefits to unauthorized
aliens that they would not have to pay to documented workers with
similar injuries.' 1 52

In Reinforced Earth Co. v. Workers' Compensation Appeal Board (As-
tudillo),153 a Pennsylvania Supreme Court case, an employer chal-
lenged a former employee's workers' compensation claim as a
violation of public policy under the IRCA.' 54 in that case, the em-
ployee, like the employee in Hoffman, used false identification to pro-
cure his job, in violation of federal immigration laws under the
IRCA.15 5 Because the Pennsylvania legislature enacted comprehensive
workers' compensation legislation, the court refused to "consider an-

146. Id at 331.

147. Id. at 332.

148. Id. at 331.

149. Id. at 332.

150. Id.

151. Id.

152. Id.

153. 810 A.2d 99 (Pa. 2002).

154. Id. at 104.

155. Id. at 101.
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nouncing public policy with respect to the receipt of workers' com-
pensation benefits by unauthorized aliens. '156

In his dissent, similar to Justice Gilbert's dissent in Correa, Justice
Newman strenuously argued that the majority's "self-imposed cau-
tion ... is inappropriate in the present case, where Appellant bases its
public policy argument on the clear Congressional mandate against em-
ployment of unauthorized aliens." 157 He went on to state that the pri-
mary concern in the case is whether awarding workers' compensation
benefits to undocumented immigrants runs "counter to federal immi-
gration policy, to which Pennsylvania's legislative scheme should de-
fer."1 58 After extensively discussing Hoffman, Justice Newman
concluded that:

In effect, benefits under the [Pennsylvania workers' compensation
statute] stand in the place of the employee's present earning
power, which has been diminished by the work-related injury. An
unauthorized alien, however, by operation of IRCA, has no legal
earning power. Accordingly, I do not believe that the Pennsylvania
General Assembly intended the absurd result of supplying social
welfare benefits in the form of a wage and employment-benefit sub-
stitute to one whom federal law says could not lawfully obtain those
wages and benefits in the first place. 159

Although Justices Gilbert and Newman's line of argument, and
that of a number of employers, has yet to succeed in the few state
cases in which it has been attempted, it is consistent with the Supreme
Court's reasoning in Hoffman. State courts appear unwilling to address
the issue head-on and instead defer the policy question to the legisla-
tive branch or hastily dismiss Hoffman as inapplicable in the workers'
compensation context, despite the fact that awarding workers' com-
pensation to undocumented immigrants contradicts federal immigra-
tion policy under the IRCA.

C. An Appeal to State Courts: Hoffman Got it Right and State
Courts Should Follow

It is the express policy of the United States that individuals who
wish to migrate and work in this country must do so legally, through
the "front door."' 60 Accordingly, individuals who knowingly hire work-
ers who are not legally authorized to work in the United States are

156. Id. at 105.
157. Id. at 109 (Newman, J., dissenting) (emphasis added).
158. Id. at 110 n.1.
159. Id. at 111.
160. H.R. REP. No. 99-682(I), at 46 (1986), reprinted in 1986 U.S.C.C.A.N. 5649, 5650.
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subject to stiff civil and criminal sanctions. 161 Similarly, persons who
violate immigration laws and work illegally in the United States face
significant penalties against future entry into and legal work authori-
zation in the United States. 162

In support of these policies, the Supreme Court held in Hoffman
that requiring employers to provide undocumented workers with
backpay violates federal immigration policy as expressed through the
IRCA. 163 For the very same reasons, providing undocumented immi-
grants with benefits under state workers' compensation statutes con-
tradicts congressional intent and weakens the authority of federal
immigration policies. In the absence of federal comprehensive immi-
gration reform, it is upon state courts to follow the Supreme Court's
decision in Hoffman.

Since Hoffman restricted backpay awards to individuals working in
the United States in a legal capacity, so too should cases where work-

ers' compensation benefits are at issue. A significant portion of work-
ers' compensation is the payment of a worker's wages, as
compensation for time missed due to work-related injuries. 164 When
the government provides wage-loss benefits to undocumented immi-
grants, it compensates the undocumented worker for work that he or
she would not have legally been able to perform prior to injury.

Medical expenses under workers' compensation remain an em-
ployment-based benefit. By extension, the same analysis should apply
to work-loss benefits and backpay.

The availability of workers' compensation benefits to undocu-
mented workers sends a mixed message to both employers and to un-
documented immigrants. On one hand, the IRCA prohibits

undocumented immigrants from working in the United States and
prohibits employers from hiring them. By extending workers' com-
pensation benefits to undocumented immigrants, however, states re-
ward the violation of federal immigration laws, and in some instances
place undocumented workers in a better position than legal workers.
States that provide undocumented workers with wage-loss benefits,
often tied to a worker's diligent job search, 165 compensate undocu-

161. See8 U.S.C. §§ 1324(a)(3)(A), 1324a(e)(4)(A), 1324a(f)(1) (2000).

162. See Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996, Pub. L.

No. 104-208, § 301, 110 Stat. 3009-546 (1996) (prohibiting aliens who previously violated

United States immigration laws from re-entering the country for five or ten years, depend-

ing on the nature of the violation and whether it was a repeat immigration violation).
163. Hoffman, 535 U.S. at 140.

164. See LARSON & LARSON, supra note 42, § 1.01.
165. Correa v. Waymouth Farms, Inc., 664 N.W.2d 324, 328 (Minn. 2003).
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mented immigrants who cannot legally search for a new job but are
instead rewarded for illegally remaining in the United States.

According to the Supreme Court, providing backpay to undocu-
mented workers "not only trivializes the immigration laws, [but] also
condones and encourages future violations."' 66 The inclusion of un-
documented workers in state workers' compensation programs simi-
larly trivializes the United States' immigration laws, while condoning
and encouraging future violations. Additionally, providing access to
workers' compensation benefits encourages the "successful evasion of
apprehension by immigration authorities,"'167 because workers' com-
pensation benefits provide a means by which undocumented workers
may continue to live and work in the United States. 168 Limiting the
National Labor Relations Board's discretion by federal public policy
was a primary concern of the Supreme Court in Hoffman. 169

States may, however, have an interest in requiring employers to
provide workers' compensation benefits to undocumented workers.
Despite the federal authority to craft and enforce immigration law
and policy, states are forced to shoulder substantial uncompensated
expenses due to the failures of federal immigration policies, including
local law enforcement CoSts,

1 7 0 education costs,
1 7 1 and uncompen-

sated health care provided to undocumented immigrants. 172 The cost

166. Hoffman, 535 U.S. at 150.
167. Id. at 151.
168. See Correa, 664 N.W.2d at 332 (Gilbert, J., dissenting).
169. Hoffman, 535 U.S. at 151-52 (2002).
170. Because of this burden shouldered by states, Congress enacted the State Criminal

Alien Assistance Program ("SCAAP"), which provides federal reimbursement for the cost
of incarcerating undocumented aliens. See 8 U.S.C. § 1231 (i) (2000) (codifying SCAPP).
However, the reimbursement program does not cover all of these expenses and states con-
tinue to pay for the majority of the cost. See KARMA ESTER, CONG. RESEARCH CTR. REPORT
FOR CONG., IMMIGRATION: FREQUENTLY AsKED QUESTIONS ON THE STATE CRIMINAL ALIEN As-
SISTANCE PROGRAM (SCAAP) 2 (2006), available at http://bibdaily.com/pdfs/CRS%20FAQ
%20SCAAP%20RL33431%2OMay%202006.pdf.

171. See RICH JONES & ROBIN BAKER, BELL POLICY CTR., COSTS OF FEDERALLY MANDATED
SERVICES TO UNDOCUMENTED IMMIGRANTS IN COLORADO 1-2 (2006), available at http://
www.thebell.org/PUBS/IssBrf/2006/06ImmigCosts.pdf (noting that Colorado spent an es-
timated $175.6 million in providing kindergarten through twelfth grade education to un-
documented immigrants in 2006); TEX. COMPTROLLER OF PUB. ACCOUNTS, UNDOCUMENTED
IMMIGRANTS IN TEXAS: A FINANCIAL ANALYSIS OF THE IMPACT TO THE STATE BUDGET AND
ECONOMY 4 (2006), available at http://www.window.state.tx.us/specialrpt/undocumented
(noting that Texas spent an estimated $957 million educating undocumented immigrant
children in 2004).

172. Under the Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act ("EMTALA"), 42
U.S.C. § 1395dd (2000), emergency rooms must treat all patients who need care, regard-
less of their immigration status or their ability to pay. This burden has led to substantial
uncompensated care for the treatment of undocumented immigrants in border states and
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of uncompensated health care is a significant drain on states in which

there is a large undocumented population.1 73

Given the substantial costs related to undocumented immigrants

already borne by states, it is not surprising that more states are choos-

ing to cover undocumented immigrant workers under state workers'

compensation programs. By requiring this coverage, states ensure that

employers bear the burden of medical coverage for undocumented

workers injured on the job,174 rather than hospitals and municipal

governments, which pay for the uncompensated health care costs at

public hospitals.
175

Despite states' financial interests in covering undocumented

workers under workers' compensation programs, the economic and

national security concerns at the heart of federal immigration laws

demand consistency in all policies related to undocumented immi-

grants and illegal immigration, including availability of workers' com-

pensation benefits to undocumented immigrants. As Congress works

to craft broader immigration reform, state courts have a duty to ad-

here to the Supreme Court's decision in Hoffman.

State courts interpreting statutes silent on the availability of work-

ers' compensation benefits to undocumented workers should con-

clude that undocumented immigrants are not covered under state

systems because similar to providing backpay to undocumented work-

ers, providing workers' compensation coverage would contravene fed-

eral immigration policy. Similarly, in states that statutorily include all

workers, whether legal or illegal, under workers' compensation pro-

grams, courts should conclude that by including undocumented work-

ers, state laws conflict with federal immigration law under the IRCA

and the Supreme Court's Hoffman decision.
The states that disallow vocational rehabilitation benefits to un-

documented immigrants should extend the same logic to all types of

workers' compensation benefits. Maintaining a split among workers'

compensation benefits within a state makes little sense and exacer-

bates the mixed messages to employers and undocumented
immigrants.

states with large populations of undocumented immigrants. See Sveflana Lebedinski, EM-

TALA: Treatment of Undocumented Aliens and the Financial Burden it Places on Hospitals, 7 J.L.

Soc'y 146, 161-62 (2005).
173. Lebedinski, supra note 172, at 162-63.

174. Although employers are required to obtain the form of workers' compensation

required by an individual state, the consumer ultimately bears the cost of such coverage,

through the increased cost of goods. WILLBORN ET AL., supra note 11, at 901.

175. See Lebedinski, supra note 172, at 154.
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Given states' interest in sharing the financial burden of illegal
immigration, it is unlikely that many states or state courts will volunta-
rily follow the Supreme Court's reasoning in Hoffman and bar undocu-
mented immigrants from receiving workers' compensation coverage
under state systems. Due to the likely inaction of state courts, it is of
greater importance that Congress speak clearly on this issue and enact
legislation clarifying that undocumented immigrants are not eligible
for workers' compensation benefits.

III. Speaking with One Voice: The Need for Congressional
Clarification of Employment-Based Benefits
Provided to Undocumented Immigrant Workers

Although the administration of workers' compensation benefits
generally falls squarely within the jurisdiction of states, covering un-
documented immigrants under workers' compensation programs hin-
ders federal immigration policy and should be expressly preempted
by Congress. Comprehensive immigration reform legislation is of vital
importance to the economy and to the security of the nation and will
provide individual security to millions of undocumented immigrants
currently living and working in the United States illegally. Such legis-
lation should include: (1) a mechanism to regularize 176 the current
undocumented population; (2) new temporary worker programs that
meet the demand for existing low-skilled labor currently filled by un-
documented workers; and (3) increased enforcement provisions to
combat employer abuses and further undocumented immigration.
Nevertheless, it is imperative that when crafting comprehensive immi-
gration reform legislation, Congress must expressly state that undocu-
mented immigrants may not receive workers' compensation benefits.

A. A Legislative Solution: The Need for Statutory Clarification at
the Federal Level

Legislators in many states, particularly those strongly affected by
illegal immigration, have begun to propose, and in some cases enact,
a patchwork of measures aimed at discouraging illegal immigration. 177

176. "Regularize," used here, means a provision allowing existing undocumented work-
ers to come forward and undergo a process to legalize their status. See Security Through
Regularized Immigration and a Vibrant Economy Act of 2007, H.R. 1645, 110th Cong.
(2007) (introduced in March 2007, but never voted on); Secure America and Orderly Im-
migration Act of 2005, S. 1033, 109th Cong. (2005).

177. Recently, the Arizona legislature passed legislation, signed by the governor, that
restricts public health services to legal residents. See H.R. 2448, 47th Leg. (Ariz. 2006)
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Some of these measures would prohibit states from providing workers'
compensation benefits to undocumented immigrants. ' 78 However, it
is the federal government, not the states, which is entrusted with en-

acting federal immigration policies. 179 A haphazard series of state-en-
acted, immigration-related legislation, in the absence of federal

legislation providing a path to regularization of status coupled with

clear enforcement provisions, could prove disastrous for undocu-

mented immigrants. This is particularly true in the context of workers'
compensation.

In contrast, comprehensive reform would provide undocu-
mented immigrants with a means of regularizing their status and

thereby protect them from exploitation and abuse. In the absence of

federal clarification, state measures, aimed at countering illegal immi-

gration, could lead to further abuse of and greater uncertainty for

undocumented immigrants because they would not be coupled with a

regularization of status. Reform must take place at the federal level

and must account for the potential pitfalls of excluding undocu-

mented workers from workers' compensation programs, including the

exploitation of an already vulnerable class of workers.

(codified at Aiz. REv. STAT. ANN. § 36-2903.03 (2003)). That same year, Florida enacted

legislation requiring proof of legal immigrant status in order to obtain a state identification

card. See H.R. 7079, 2006 Leg., Reg. Sess. (Fla. 2006) (codified at FLA. STAT. § 322.051

(2005)).

178. See H.R. 2588, 47th Leg., 2d Reg. Sess. (Ariz. 2006) (excluding undocumented

workers from the definitions of "employee," "workman," "worker," and "operative"); S. 98,

65th Gen. Assem. (Colo. 2006) (restricting eligibility for Colorado's workers' compensa-

tion program to workers legally authorized to work); II.R. 37, 2006 Gen. Asem. (Md.

2006) (defining "undocumented immigrant" to exclude undocumented workers from

Maryland's workers' compensation program); H.R. 4598, 116th Leg. (S.C. 2006) (imposing

criminal and civil penalties on employers who provide workers' compensation coverage to

undocumented immigrant workers); see also S.B. 1134, 212th Leg. (NJ. 2006) (excluding

undocumented workers from the definition of "employee" under New Jersey law, thereby

depriving them of access to state workers' compensation benefits); A.B. 654, 212th Leg.

(N.J. 2006) (same).

179. In United States v. Hernandez-Guerrero, 147 F.3d 1075, 1076 (9th Cir. 1998), the

Ninth Circuit stated:

Article I of the United States Constitution contains no express reference to immi-

gration among its enumeration of delegated powers; however, for more than a

century, it has been universally acknowledged that Congress possesses authority

over immigration policy as "an incident of sovereignty." The Supreme Court has

called Congress's inherent immigration power "plenary." This court has deemed

it "sweeping." Whatever the label, all agree that "'over no conceivable subject is

the legislative power of Congress more complete than it is over' the admission of

aliens."

Id. (citations omitted).
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1. Clarification of Federal Preemption of State Workers'
Compensation Benefits Provided to Undocumented
Workers

In order to achieve consistency in national immigration policy,
within comprehensive immigration reform legislation, Congress
should expressly state that undocumented immigrants who are not a
part of a regularization program may not access state workers' com-
pensation benefits.1 30 The legislation should treat workers in the pro-
cess of legalizing their status and all temporary workers under new or
existing visa programs the same as similarly situated United States
workers.18 ' Such a modification reaffirms the importance of workers'
compensation systems and puts new temporary workers and undocu-
mented workers in the process of regularizing their status on the same
playing field as United States workers. Further, such legislation en-
sures that the United States has a uniform workers' compensation pol-
icy for undocumented workers.

Despite the importance of sending a unified, clear message with
respect to America's immigration policy and employment policies, it is
also important to remain cognizant that immigrant workers generally,
and undocumented workers in particular, remain among the most ex-
ploited and abused workers in the United States. 182 Ideally, after en-
actment of comprehensive immigration reform, the undocumented
population in the United States will vastly decrease. Nonetheless, it
remains imperative that legislation provide adequate protections
against abuse and exploitation of this vulnerable class of workers to

180. Under such a system, although they will not have access to workers' compensa-
tion, undocumented workers may pursue civil actions against their employers. Unlike
workers' compensation, tort claims are likely to be limited to more serious injuries in
which the employer bore some responsibility. Although undocumented immigrants may
refrain from suing their employers under tort law for fear of deportation, such actions
could be successful in ensuring worker recovery. Additionally, groups supporting immi-
grants and 'workers could assist undocumented workers in such suits, provide another
check on employers, and help workers cover their health care costs.

181. A number of immigration reform proposals have clarified that, at a minimum,
new temporary workers must be covered by workers' compensation, in the manner of
other similarly situated United States workers. Some proposals have gone further and re-
quire that employers of new temporary workers provide these workers with workers' com-
pensation coverage even if they would not otherwise be covered under state law. The
proposals that contain this requirement generally require employers to cover workers at a
level at or above that required by state workers' compensation laws.

182. See Richard D. Vogel, Harder Times: Undocumented Workers and the U.S. Informal Econ-
omy, MONTHLY REV., July 2006, at 29, available at http://www.monthlyreview.org/
0706vogel.htm.
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counteract any potential negative consequences of excluding undocu-
mented immigrants from workers' compensation programs.

2. Mandatory Reporting of All Workplace Injuries

Most states and the federal government require employers or
their insurance companies to report all significant employee inju-
ries. 183 Congress should reiterate the importance of this requirement
and encourage states to require reporting on all employers, regardless
of whether workers are later discovered to be undocumented and
therefore ineligible for compensation. Employers are barred from
"knowingly" employing undocumented workers, 184 however, Congress
should affirmatively protect employers who report the injury of a
worker later discovered to be undocumented.

A federal statute requiring employers to report employee injuries
will promote safer workplaces generally-for all workers, documented
and undocumented. Without such reporting requirements, unscrupu-
lous employers have an incentive to hire undocumented workers in
order to avoid the liability of a workers' compensation claim. Without
such a requirement, undocumented immigrants may ultimately filter
into the most dangerous jobs in the most dangerous industries, lead-
ing to more injuries and reducing the employer incentive to improve
the safety of those jobs and industries.

Strong employer reporting requirements ensure that one of the
goals of workers' compensation-promoting improvement of work-
place safety 85-is not frustrated by excluding undocumented immi-
grants from coverage. Enhanced reporting ensures that state and
federal labor enforcement divisions are on notice of potentially unsafe
workplaces and may trigger workplace inspections for potential labor
statutes, such as the Occupational Safety and Health Act ("OSHA").1 86

Similarly, requiring that all employee injuries are reported to state
workers' compensation agencies helps to ensure that United States
workers are on an even playing field with undocumented workers.
Such a requirement also disincentivizes employers from hiring indi-
viduals whom they suspect to be undocumented, because there would

183. See CAL. CODE REGS. tit. 8, § 14005 (2002) (requiring all self-insured employers or
insurance companies of non-self insured employers to report employee injuries to the Cali-
fornia Division of Occupational Safety and Health); 33 U.S.C. § 930(a) (2000) (requiring
employers to report employee injuries to the federal Department of Labor within ten days
of an injury, under the terms of the Longshore and Harbor Workers' Compensation Act).

184. 8 U.S.C. § 1324a(a) (1)(A)-(a) (2) (2000).
185. LARSON & LARSON, supra note 42, § 2.08.

186. OSHA is codified at 29 U.S.C. §§ 651-74 (2000).
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be no benefit with respect to avoiding government oversight of poten-
tial workplace injuries. In order to add teeth to the reporting require-
ment, Congress should include strong sanctions for employers who
fail to report workplace accidents.

3. Enhanced Enforcement and Whistleblower Protections for
United States Workers

Undocumented workers are unlikely to voluntarily come forward
and report injuries for fear of deportation. Within comprehensive im-
migration reform legislation, Congress should task the Department of
Labor and Department of Homeland Security with monitoring the re-
porting of workplace injuries as part of their oversight authority with
respect to implementing the new immigration reform laws. The injury
reporting requirement would be audited by the Department of Labor
and Department of Homeland Security. This program should focus
on industries that: (1) historically employ large numbers of undocu-
mented immigrants; (2) employ temporary foreign workers; and (3)
are known to be the most dangerous, with the largest records of work-
place injuries. This federal oversight will increase compliance with im-
migration and labor laws, and enable the government to sanction
employers more effectively.

To improve the effectiveness of this enforcement mechanism, le-
gal United States workers should be afforded whistleblower protection
from non-compliant employers. Congress could model these protec-
tions after existing whistleblower provisions in the OSHA. 187 Recent
immigration reform proposals, including the Secure America and Or-
derly Immigration Act 188 and the Security Through Regularized Im-
migration and a Vibrant Economy Act of 2007,189 include
whistleblower protections as part of an immigration enforcement
mechanism. 190 Such provisions should be expanded to afford legal
United States employees protection from non-compliant employers.

Without strong enforcement mechanisms, employers, particularly
those in more dangerous fields, may be perversely encouraged to hire
undocumented workers in the hope of avoiding increases in paying
workers' compensation premiums from workers' injuries. Addition-
ally, enhanced enforcement further promotes the safety of the work-

187. 29 U.S.C. § 660(c) (1) (2000).
188. Secure America and Orderly Immigration Act, S. 1033, 109th Cong. (2005).
189. Security Through Regularized Immigration and a Vibrant Economy Act of 2007,

H.R. 1645, 110th Cong. (2007).
190. Secure America and Orderly Immigration Act, S. 1033.
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place. United States workers will have an incentive to report
noncompliance because they will want to ensure the safety of their
own workplace. This check on the system improves workplace safety
for all workers and alleviates United States workers' fear of displace-
ment by unauthorized workers.

Conclusion

Given the damaging impact that providing workers' compensa-
tion benefits to undocumented immigrants has to our national immi-
gration policy and in the wake of the Supreme Court's decision in
Hoffman, Congress should explicitly clarify that states may not provide
workers' compensation benefits to undocumented immigrants. Fed-
eral government preemption, coupled with strong workplace enforce-
ment, would provide a substantial deterrent to employers. Otherwise,
employers may use undocumented labor to avoid liability under ex-
isting workers' compensation and labor protection statutes. Finally, in-
cluding a workers' compensation prohibition for undocumented
immigrants within a comprehensive immigration reform package may
strengthen support for immigration reform.
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